Y" Establishes Writing Service

Through the efforts of the Caltech YMCa World Peace Group, foreign correspondence service has been established for the benefit of both graduate and undergraduate students. This service will provide the names and addresses of foreign students wishing to correspond with American students. The lists now available are limited to the disturbed areas of the world. They have been made to obtain the names of stu- 
dents. A number of the following names are available. Many of the names now available are for German children who were English speaking. 

OAKMONT

Ces Hears Talk On Engineering Labor Unions

A talk was given before the Consolidated Engineering Sociology Club on Wednesday afternoon by Dr. Robert Weidman of the Labor Relations Branch, Bureau of Labor Statistics. Dr. Hochman is at the present time working on another book, but is preparing a report on the "Industrial Relations in the Engineering Labor Unions." The meeting was attended by the following: Dr. Alexander Frey, Mr. E. C. Price, Mr. H. B. Herron, Mr. R. L. K. Price, and Mr. W. B. Price.

Debate on the following question: "What is the future of the American Indian?" Mr. Price will present the affirmative side of this question, and Mr. Herron will present the negative side.

Friday, Saturday, February 8 and 9 - Sohmer Hall, 11:15 a.m.

Supreme Court Arguments

Supreme Court arguments will be given before the Caltech Law School on Friday, February 8, at 11:15 a.m. The arguments will be presented by the following: Mr. E. C. Price, Mr. H. B. Herron, Mr. R. L. K. Price, and Mr. W. B. Price.

Friday, Saturday, February 8 and 9 - Sohmer Hall, 11:15 a.m.

Oracle Country Club Set For Junior-Senior Prom

The Oracle Country Club has announced the beginning of the Junior-Senior Prom. The prom is scheduled for Saturday, March 2, at the Hotel Olympic Country Club. The theme of the prom will be "The Great Gats- 
by," and the entertainment will be the orchestra of the Hotel Olympic Country Club. The event will begin at 9:30 p.m., and the doors will open at 9:00 p.m.

The Oakmont Country Club is the site of the promotion. The Oakmont Country Club is located at 600 West Throop, and it is the site of the promotion. The Oakmont Country Club is located at 600 West Throop, and it is the site of the promotion. The Oakmont Country Club is located at 600 West Throop, and it is the site of the promotion. The Oakmont Country Club is located at 600 West Throop, and it is the site of the promotion. The Oakmont Country Club is located at 600 West Throop, and it is the site of the promotion. The Oakmont Country Club is located at 600 West Throop, and it is the site of the promotion. The Oakmont Country Club is located at 600 West Throop, and it is the site of the promotion. The Oakmont Country Club is located at 600 West Throop, and it is the site of the promotion.

Oakmont Country Club is the site of the promotion. The Oakmont Country Club is located at 600 West Throop, and it is the site of the promotion. The Oakmont Country Club is located at 600 West Throop, and it is the site of the promotion. The Oakmont Country Club is located at 600 West Throop, and it is the site of the promotion. The Oakmont Country Club is located at 600 West Throop, and it is the site of the promotion. The Oakmont Country Club is located at 600 West Throop, and it is the site of the promotion. The Oakmont Country Club is located at 600 West Throop, and it is the site of the promotion. The Oakmont Country Club is located at 600 West Throop, and it is the site of the promotion. The Oakmont Country Club is located at 600 West Throop, and it is the site of the promotion. The Oakmont Country Club is located at 600 West Throop, and it is the site of the promotion.
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EXCELLENT CORSES FROM CALIFORNIA FLORISTS

CAMPUS BARBER SHOP
In College Shop Building
OLD DORM
Thursday, February 5, 1948
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EXCLUSIVE

Sworn General Staff Averts National Crisis

Photographs

cause for American Pride...

THE TREATY OF PARIS

* First formal recognition by any power of the independence of the United States. It provided, among other things, for the evacuation of all British troops from America. Article 9 of the treaty provided that a hundred other famous Americans be allowed to visit the country aboard the "Freedom Train". Watch for this train as it tours the United States.

Be proud of what you write... and the way you write it!

Just hold a new Parker "51" in your hand! Note its tapered beauty. Already you know the pride of owning the world's most-wanted pen. You feel like writing! See how instantly the "51" starts and the way it writes... smoothly, effortlessly, without a skip. Truly, here's a pen that reflects credit on everything you write! So, ask for the Parker "51". Two sizes: regular and new demil-size. Both with wide range of custom points to choose from. The Parker Pen Company, Janesville, Wisconsin, U.S.A., and Toronto, Canada.

Parker "51": 51 years dry with wet ink!
Blackner had a reward event on Saturday night at which their new supply was to get out the blackner of new. This thing had been brought in by the unknown craftsmanship of Roger Chambers. Everyone was quite...
Tech Five Yields To Oxy, Loyola

Flagged with injuries for the second straight week, the Beaver faculty fought a courageous but losing battle to the Oxy Tigers last Friday at the Armory. The 75-65 defeat clinches a third place finish in the conference standings. Whitemores (31) is in second place.

Two regular forwards, Dan Firth and Ted Berken, were on the sidelines, and their absence from the Beaver lineup has occurred at a most crucial time. If the Beaver hopes to fulfill at full strength Friday night it probably would have added fifteen points to the Beaver score, more than enough to change the outcome of the game. Firth is still nursing an injured knee and may be back in the lineup within two weeks, but Berken, who suffered a broken hand in a practice scrimmage, is just for the remainder of the season.

Frosh Track Start Practice

Two of the Frosh bracketeers in a tense moment during the Oxy last game. Fresh Preface and Sereno are tipping for the ball with three Oxy men. With consistent action such as this, the Frosh finally brought in a 23-7 victory over the hardy Oxy Preface.

 worthless action after the first vehicle and the red double continued without it, then the situation is lost. That is what happened to the Frosh.

(Continued on Page 6)

In the hands of an aggressive Frosh.

Two Frosh comfortably in their game after the 3-0 lead.

Two Frosh comfortably in their game after the 3-0 lead.

With only 60 seconds remaining before the annual Caltech Inter Frosh track meet, all Froshmen, regardless of previous track appearances, are urged to turn out and practice for the meet which begins on Wednesday, Feb. 21.

The track teams, always conscious for the conference crown, have been built around men with little or no high school experience, and just such an effort is expected to yield the conference novice championship.

Following the Inter Frosh meet next week will be the Inter-Beaver meet on Fri., Feb. 22, and the Inter-Frosh meet on Sat., Feb. 23.

By then Dick Hauser, in charge of the track events, and Coach Anderson, head man in the field events, will be able to assemble a squad to carry the Beaver colors in victory through the seven scheduled fresh meets and the first of which is the Conference Trials on March 6.

Schedule for the days on which the different events in the Inter-Frosh meet will be held is as follows:

Wed. Feb. 4 100, 200, Hurdles, High Jump, Shot, Disc
Thurs. Feb. 5 Mile, 880, 110H, High Jump, Broad Jump, Hops
Fri. Feb. 6 440, 880, 110H hurdles, Relays

INTERSHIRE Track Meet

Dabney Baskets

Throop Throop

FROSH BASKETBALL MEN

A meeting of all men in white uniforms prepared for carrying fresh base ball will be held at the Athens Office, Building T, Men's Gym, February 5 at 5:15 a.m.

Ice Skate

Instructors on Hand to Help Beginners at No Charge

Pasadena Winter Gardens

171 South Arroyo Pkwy.

HAROLD O. GRONDAHL

Establishing

YOUR LOCAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

234 E. Colorado St., Pasadena
PHONE 5-2741

BEAVER FROSH CRUSH TIGER MELONMANGERS

Caltech's Frosh outthought and outplayed the Oxy Tiger Freshmen Friday night, in a thrilling 13-5 victory. Following a 1-3 1/2 timeframe defeat the formerly unbeaten crew gave the game all it could handle in a fierce key shot to give the Frosh a last-shot lead. I'm Tunney, high-point Oxy center, described the ball game as "too tight to call, but Butter knocked the score out of the Frosh hands by putting in a key shot for the Frosh last shot from 40 yards out.

Dean Lead

It was Dick Bower's short key shot that gave the Caltech team a lead they were to never lose. Froshman Bower was fouled by a pair of shots in from under the basket, that ball went in and the team was in a tie key shot to give the Frosh a last-shot lead. I'm Tunney, high-point Oxy center, described the ball game as "too tight to call, but Butter knocked the score out of the Frosh hands by putting in a key shot for the Frosh last shot from 40 yards out.

Dean Lead

It was Dick Bower's short key shot that gave the Caltech team a lead they were to never lose. Froshman Bower was fouled by a pair of shots in from under the basket, that ball went in and the team was in a tie key shot to give the Frosh a last-shot lead. I'm Tunney, high-point Oxy center, described the ball game as "too tight to call, but Butter knocked the score out of the Frosh hands by putting in a key shot for the Frosh last shot from 40 yards out.
SAULMAN UNDER SQUELCH—The young gentleman shown above is not praying for Menos: he is being told that each of his fingers are bar magnets with boycut pull and the pelarity of each hand is opposite, and that when he "comes out" of his hypnotic state he will consequently be unable to pull them apart. The subject is Paul Saltman; the hypnotist, Charles Cooke. The experiment was successful. Incidentally, the photograph for this picture did not show the subject.

Hypnosis Lecture Given Last Week

The Biology Club, in its first public demonstration, had a Friday meeting, set a standard of interest that will be maintained in later meetings, when it presented Charles Mr. Cooke, noted hypnotist and lecturer. The lecture was addressed only on a hour and a half, but popular demand forced Mr. Cooke to largely go without his lunch as he answered the barrage of ques-tions fired at him following his talk and very successful demonstra-tion of hypnotic technique and phenomena.

Subject for the demonstration was Paul Saltsman, who cooperated admirably in the several "proofs" and experiments presented.

Mr. Cooke has taught classes in hypnosis for many years; his students are now seeing hypnotic demonstrations in all branches of therapeutic treatment.

SHAVING

(Continued from Page 4)

Not that there have been any recently, but in the last three days the student house area has been relieved of the drought, receiving over four inches of rain while the surrounding area was without for forty-five days. Somebody must be seeking with dry legs and controlling the area of fall with astounding accuracy.

TALKIN IT OVER

(Continued from Page 5) as evidenced by observation and by the statement of the referees. But the real trouble, as I see it, lies in the coaching of the teams. The boys who play in the railroad games around town, aren't pros I know, I know. They are youngsters for the most part, still learning basketball. The game they play is more or less close to the game their coaches tell them to play.

In Practice

If a man is shaving it up necessarily on the floor--well, he is actually doing something on the spur of the moment, but he is shaving anyways. And if he is shaving as he is playing the way he does in prac-tice every afternoon of the week, I don't know how to get at the time to teach a cleaner type of ball, but that is the only way we can get basketball to be the game it is supposed to be, a game that places the accent on shooting and ball handling and rebound and not on big steps and shoulders and sharp elbows. If a team still insists on lots of fouls, let the refs throw; if they throw, until every feed-ing player is off the floor, and the game goes on its cleaner up, then that's got to correct its faults. The correct--the refs.

H. C. ATLAS

(Continued from Page 4)

Associated Oil Stis.

Lake & San Pasqual

Not a classy layout, but

Best Products & Service

Caltech Pharmacy

COURTESY - SERVICE - RELIABILITY

Dependable Registered Pharmacists

Forest Park and McKinley

882 East California Street

777-2341

Pasadena, California

WHY I smoke Chesterfield

(From a series of statements by prominent tobacco farmers)

"I smoke Chesterfields because I know the kind of tobacco that's in these tubes, and I like their flavor and mildness. "Ches terfield is in the smoker for the Fellows, melon, ripe tobacco. Who keeps up know about that. It's good tobacco."

Russell C. Ouy

CAMEO BAKERY

PASADENA, PAK.

WHEN YOU ARE HUNGRY

WHEN YOU ARE THIRSTY

WHEN YOU JUST NEED RELAXATION

IT’S THE

Skip Inn

Beer - Plate Lunches

1532 E. Walnut

Open 11 a.m. to 2 a.m.

A WAYS BUY HESTERFIELD

ALWAYS MILD & BETTER TASTING COOLER SMOKING